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1. Introduction. We shall give in this note a criterion for dis-
jointness of two sequences [n+/] and [.n+] (a,a.>0) where [x]
denotes the greatest integer _<_ x, and n runs through the set N of posi-
tive integers. Such criterion is known if either or ,,. is irrational
(cf. [1]). But in case and are both rational numbers, complete
answer has not yet been known, although there are some investiga-
tions (cf. [1], [2]).

In the following, Z, Q, R and C have the usual meanings. (a, b)
means the greatest divisor of a and b.

It is easy to see the following two facts" (1) If c--q/a where q
and a e N and (q, a)-1, the effect of e R on the sequence [n +
depends only on [a/]. Hence, without changing the sequence [n+],
/ can be replaced by a rational number b/a whose denominator is a.
(2) If both c nd 2 e Q, two sequences [a,n+,] (i=1, 2), n e N are
disjoint if and only if two sets {[.,n+/,] n e Z} (i= 1, 2) are disjoint.

So let us consider now the sets {[(q,n+b,)/a,]" n e Z} (i-1, 2) with
(q, a)=(q2, a2)=1, which we shall denote with S(q,, a,, b,) (i-l, 2). We
put furthermore (q, q)= q, (a, a2)=a, a,=au, (i-- 1, 2).

Then we hve
Theorem 1. Notations being as above, consider ql, q2, al and

as given. Two sets S(ql, al, b) and S(q2, a2, b) are disjoint with suita-
ble two integers b and b2 if and only if
( 1 xu,+ yu2 q- 2uu2(a- 1)
holds with some (x, y) eNN.

In case this condition is satisfied, we can take a solution (x0, Y0) of
(1) such that l<_yo<=U. Furthermore if Xo>U, define the numbers
and Yl by x=Xo-U2 and y=ul-yo.

Theorem 2. Assume that (q,, a,) (i= 1, 2)satisfy the condition of
Theorem 1. Then S(q,, at, b,) (i=1, 2) are disjoint if and only if

ub2-ub e (E E) (mod q),
where E= {uX+u2Y+ulu2(a-1) O<=X <= x0-1, 1_<_ Y<--_Yo} and E2
={uX+uY+uu2(a-1)" O<=X<_x-l, yo+l<=Yu}. (In case
we define E=.)

In the ollowing we shall sketch the proof of Theorems 1 and 2.
Details will appear elsewhere. Our results can be applied to the theory
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of "eventually covering families" (cf. [3]).
2. Notations and definitions. ( ) If f e Z and h e N or 0, we

write [f, f-h]--(f, f-l, ..., f-h}. This set is called a segment of
Z of length h-1.

( ii ) For t e Z and x e Z, we denote Tt(z -- X,. This operation
is applied also to any subset of Z.

(iii) Let (q, a) (i-= 1, 2) be given as in the introduction, which we
consider as fixed. Consequently, q-(q, q) is also considered as given.
p denotes the canonical map p" Z-Z/(q), and a the map from Z to C
defined by a(r)-exp (2ir/q) for r e Z. We put C(q)-a(Z). This is
the set of q roots of unit. The a image of a segment of Z is called a
segment of C(q), the length of which is defined as its cardinality (_<_ q).

3. Sketch of the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Let q, a, b, u
(i-1, 2), q and a be as in the introduction. Besides these, we fix the
number b to be --1, and investigate a condition or b such that
S(ql, al, 1) S(q., a, b) .

Put A--S(q, a, -1) and B--S(q., a, b). Now we divide A into u
subsets as ollows. Take c e Z such that cq=-I (mod u). Put A
-S(qu a, qc]-l) (O<]<u 1) Then A ,u,-A (disjoint union).M.2j=0

We put b(-1)--(b.eZ" AB--}and v--(b.eZ"
1). Then obviously b(-- 1)-Z- .=0lu- v.
Lemma 1. We take t e N such that ult=_u. (mod q). Then we

have p(vo)=p([-a, u(a-1)-l]) and v=Tt(Vo} (lg]gul-1).
Lemma 1 implies that a(v) is a segment of C(q) starting from

P(]) a(-a+]t). Since (u, u)= 1, we can take two integers x0 and Y0
such that q-2uu(a- 1) XoU +yoU and 1 <__ y0<__ u.

Lemma 2. Put J1-- [0, Y0-- 1] and J-- [Y0, ul- 1]. Then the fol-
lowing statements hold"

( ) If ] e J, then a(Xo+u(2a- 1))P(]) p(]/u- yo).
(ii) If ] e J, then a(Xo+2U.(a-1))P(])=P(]-yo).
Lemma :. If XoU., then a(b(--1)) is composed of Yo segments of

C(q) with the equal length Xo, and of u-Yo segments of C(q) with the
equal length Xo-U. If 1 Xo u., then a(b(-1)) is composed of Yo seg-
ments of C(q) with the equal length Xo. If Xo<= O, then b(--1)=.

The above three lemmas lead to
Theorem :}. Assume that (q, a) (i=l, 2) satisfy the condition of

Theorem 1. Let the pairs (Xo, Yo) and (x, y) be defined as in the intro-

duction, and t e N as in Lemma 1. Then S(q, a, -1)
holds if and only if p(b2) e p(G [J G2), where

G= [.JTt([a--u:, a--u+Xo--1]} (0k_yo-1)
and

G-- (2 T,.t([-Xo--a.+u2, -a.-1]) (0__<r_y-l).
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(If x0_u, we take G=.)
Through some calculations, we can deduce Theorems i and 2 from

above lemmas and Theorem 3.
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